
DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY ABOUT HOMEWORK

Other side: Others feel that homework is mostly useless. Thesis: This essay will examine the positive and negative
aspects of homework and discuss its benefits .

For example, in the first paragraph alone, she uses verbs that create excitement like "fascinate," "amaze," and
"terrify. It is a real struggle getting your child to focus on the task ahead. The different sections will examine
the benefits of homework, reasons why homework is not beneficial and personal opinions on homework. Are
there. Essay writing homework help is not an easy task. It is applauding to see a person that has lived for over
80 years commanding such respect. Now, we have homework. There is a lot of valuable knowledge that
comes with experience. The writer must begin by visualizing before writing and expecting others to
experience the same. Although her past few years have been a roller-coaster, she has emerged stronger than
before. Homework was first assigned by an Italian schoolteacher by the name of Roberto Nevilis in the year 
Introduction: The introduction states the general information about subject of the essay. There is no better way
to teach a student discipline, studiousness and diligence than through assigning homework. Her character
inspires strength and admiration. This is where the author reaffirms the thesis statement and summarizes the
entire essay in an interesting and original manner not repeating information as written in the essay. It amazes
me that at some time in history someone thought that people would enjoy this, and that person invented what
must have been the first of these terrifying machines. Accordingly, it is an in-depth coverage of the
sub-arguments that are captured in the thesis statement. Is homework helpful or is it a waste of time for
students? Stress was especially evident among high school students. The information should be relevant,
concise, and capable of preparing the reader for the rest of the essay. Effective Descriptive Writing Since
descriptive writing is imaginative, there are things that students can do to sharpen their writing skills.
Whenever I look deeply into the matter, I realize it is all influenced character. With few students interested in
higher education , and due to the necessity to complete daily chores, homework was discouraged not only by
parents, but also by school districts. The overall pattern and content of the essay must leave a deep and yet a
good impact on the readers mind, only then the effort and input given to complete the essay will turn out to be
fruitful. Every year students must go to school 10 out of the 12 months in a year. Ever since that initial
impression became fossilized in my imagination many years ago, these rides have reminded me of mythical
beasts, amazing dinosaurs carrying off their screaming passengers like sacrificial virgins. The introduction
concludes with a thesis statement that captures the specific purpose of the essay. Visualizing before writing:
Effective description creates a vivid image of the subject under discussion in the mind. Research and teachers
support the practice of assigning homework for children after school because they believe it gives children a
sense of responsibility. Time management and allocation of content both becomes a stiff task for the students.


